LINEAR SUPERPOSITION OF SMOOTH FUNCTIONS ROBERT KAUFMAN1
ABSTRACT.We give a simple proof of the impossibility of representing an arbitrary continuous function as a superposition (1) t is real and u is in R k. We apply the change of variable formula above, with f{t, u) = el h{u); fot the moment h £ L°°{R k). This yields jeiXLh o Hk{x)xfAx) dx = | j eiXth{u)ifjk{t, u)dtdu.
We now suppose that h = 0 outside H AW), since this leaves H, ° h un- The set T, of superpositions T{gx, • . ., gN), with ||g J| j < 1 in L {R k), has a closure Tx in L {w), nowhere dense in C{W).
